English
Our writing is based on a
time-slip
Basednarrative called
A Night at the Frost
Fair, we will be having a
go at writing our own
time-slip stories. We will
then move onto
persuasive writing about
plastic pollution, using
Blue Planet as a stimulus.
Our reading this term is
based on the novel Wolf
Brother, we will be
focusing on our
inference skills.
Science
Our science focus is
Forces this term, We
will be investigating the
effects of gravity, air
and water resistance, as
well as friction. There
will be a particular
focus on questioning and
investigation skills.
Visits and Visitors
We will be visiting
Basing House.

Hook
Where am I…? Games based
on map skills.

Outcome
Presenting our persuasive texts
to another group of children.

Geography
During our Coast to Coast topic we will be investigating the similarities
and differences between Bournemouth, UK and Nova Scotia, Canada.
We will explore how the different areas make their money as well as
looking at the effects of plastic pollution on the coastlines.
P.D.L.
We will be
exploring
relationships
this term,
exploring
feeling and
emotions and
thinking about
what a healthy
relationship is.
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French
We will
be
exploring
different
animals,
in our
Carnival
des
animaux
unit.

Maths
We will be starting the term
looking at time, including reading
timetables. We will then move
onto exploring geometry and
shape. To support their maths
knowledge across the
curriculum, we will also be
focusing on times-tables.
R.E.
This term, we are learning about
the Christian creation story and
thinking about stewardship.
Computing
During computing this term, we
will be learning about databases
using 2Invesitigate, which is
available to explore at home on
the Purple Mash website (all
children have a login).

Art
We will be using different printing
techniques to create artwork
representing the coast/ocean.

Music
Our focus is learning to sing using
pulse, rhythm and pitch with a
focus on pop ballads.

DT
We will be creating wooden Moving Toys this term, using cams and levers.
We will develop our measuring, sawing and joining skills.

P.E.
We will be developing our
hand eye coordination
through fencing.
We will also be building up
our core strength and
stamina through
gymnastics.

